Follow the ABC Wall Assembly Steps illustrations below:

**A)** Lay Flat the wall panels on a clean non-porous floor or with a drop cloth.

**B)** Insert the Top U-Channel on either side of the wall panels and drive in the screws to the predrilled holes as illustrated below. With Top U-Channel installed, one wall end will be flushed out, the other end is flushed in.

**C)** Mount the 2 Foot Plates at the bottom of the wall panels.
Temp Wall Multiple Configurations Assembly Steps

Tools Required:
- Cordless Drill
- 2 person for assembly
- 2 Foot Plates
- 2 Standard Top/Bottom Clips
- 1 T-Style Clip
- 12 Stainless Steel Screws / Screw Caps

Mount with screws the Standard Clip to connect the top and bottom end-corner of Temp Walls.

Mount with screws the T-Style Clip to connect the top and bottom Mid Back Walls to one another and to other Mid Wall center divider.

Mount the Snap-in Foot Plates
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